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Metamorphism

• Recrystallization of pre-existing rocks to 
an equilibrium (chemical) assemblage of 
minerals.

• Requires the presence of elevated T & P.
• Requires the presence of a metamorphic 

fluid (H2O, CO2, CH4 are most common).
• The low T range of metamorphism 

transitions into diagenesis.
• The high T range of metamorphism 

transitions into melting (igneous).
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MetamorphismRecrystallization of pre-existing rocks to an equilibrium (chemical) assemblage of minerals.Requires the presence of elevated T & P.Requires the presence of a metamorphic fluid (H2O, CO2, CH4 are most common).The low T range of metamorphism transitions into diagenesis.The high T range of metamorphism transitions into melting (igneous).



Types of Metamorphism
• Contact: produced by magma intruded cold country rock

to produce a contact metamorphic aureole.
• Regional: produced by elevated T&P along a convergent 

plate boundary; these rocks contain foliation because of 
directed stress. These are by far the most abundant 
metamorphic rocks because they form along convergent 
plate boundaries and affect the entire lithosphere under 
a volcanic arc.

• Hydrothermal: driven by hot H2O-rich fluids; common 
along divergent plate boundaries (ex. Seafloor 
metamorphism at divergent boundaries).

• Shock: produced by intense seismic events or meteorite 
impacts.

• Mylonitization: produces mylonites in fault zones that 
contain fabrics dominated by crushing of mineral grains 
(comminution).
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Types of MetamorphismContact: produced by magma intruded cold country rock to produce a contact metamorphic aureole.Regional: produced by elevated T&P along a convergent plate boundary; these rocks contain foliation because of directed stress. These are by far the most abundant metamorphic rocks because they form along convergent plate boundaries and affect the entire lithosphere under a volcanic arc.Hydrothermal: driven by hot H2O-rich fluids; common along divergent plate boundaries (ex. Seafloor metamorphism at divergent boundaries).Shock: produced by intense seismic events or meteorite impacts.Mylonitization: produces mylonites in fault zones that contain fabrics dominated by crushing of mineral grains (comminution).



Regional Metamorphism

• Formed along convergent plate boundaries.
• Dynamothermal Metamorphism: directed stress 

combined with elevated T & P produce 
metamorphic mineral assemblage containing a 
tectonite fabric (cleavage, foliation and/or 
lineation).

• Burial Metamorphism: occurs in the foreland of a 
orogenic belt when the overriding plate buckles 
under the overburden of a growing volcanic arc 
& accretionary prism.
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Regional Metamorphism: formed along convergent plate boundaries.Dynamothermal Metamorphism: directed stress combined with elevated T & P produce metamorphic mineral assemblage containing a tectonite fabric (cleavage, foliation and/or lineation).Burial Metamorphism: occurs in the foreland of a orogenic belt when the overriding plate buckles under the overburden of a growing volcanic arc & accretionary prism.



Tectonic Settings for 
Metamorphism
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Tectonic Settings for MetamorphismRegional low-pressure: beneath volcanic arc of a convergent plate boundary.Regional high-pressure: accretionary prism and along subduction zone of a convergent plate boundary.Contact: near-surface country rock recrystallization generated by magmatic intrusion.Seafloor: hydrothermal metamorphism of ophiolite driven by sea water circulation.Burial: recrystallization driven by rapid burial in foreland basins adjacent to orogenic belts.Shock: recrystallization driven by extremely energetic processes such as meteorite impacts or large magnitude seismic events. May produce psuedotachylites.



Metamorphic Textures

• Textural classification of metamorphic 
rocks is based on
– 1. Size distribution of mineral grains
– 2. Shape of grains
– 3. Arrangement of grains into tectonite fabrics 

(can by purely crystallographic)
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Metamorphic Textures:1. Textural classification of metamorphic rocks is based ona. Size distribution of mineral grainsb. Shape of grainsc. Arrangement of grains into tectonite fabrics (can by purely crystallographic)



Textural Terms denoting Tectonite 
fabric

• Foliation: preferred dimensional alignment of mineral 
grains. Includes slaty cleavage and phyllitic cleavage

• Schistosity: preferred alignment of mica in schist
• Slaty Cleavage: preferred alignment of microscopic mica 

producing a rock cleavage
• Gneissosity: alternating bands of light and dark minerals 

in high-grade metamorphic rocks
• Lineation: preferred alignment of elongated minerals 

such as hornblende
• Preferred crystallographic orientation: alignment of 

crystallographic axes
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Textural Terms denoting Tectonite fabric:1. Foliation: preferred dimensional alignment of mineral grains. Includes slaty cleavage and phyllitic cleavage.2. Schistosity: preferred alignment of mica in schist.3. Slaty Cleavage: preferred alignment of microscopic mica producing a rock cleavage.4. Gneissosity: alternating bands of light and dark minerals in high-grade metamorphic rocks.5. Lineation: preferred alignment of elongated minerals such as hornblende.6. Preferred crystallographic orientation: alignment of crystallographic axes.



Examples of foliation
• Microscopic view of 

foliation (cross polars) 
displays preferred 
alignment of muscovite.

• Mica grains grew under 
directed stress so that 
they grow perpendicular 
to the maximum 
compressive stress 
direction.
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Examples of foliation:Microscopic texture displays preferred alignment of mica that defines foliation.Mica grains grew under directed stress so that they grow perpendicular to the maximum compressive stress direction.



Textural Terms denoting a Lack of 
Foliation

• Hornfelsic: fine-grained rock resulting from 
contact metamorphism

• Granoblastic: polygonal grain boundary 
contacts that results when a mono-
mineralic rock is recrystallized (Granulite, 
Quartzite)

• Polygonal: texture of recrystallized rock 
when all grains are the same mineral 
(Marble, Quartzite)
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Textural Terms denoting a Lack of Foliation:1. Hornfelsic: fine-grained rock resulting from contact metamorphism.2. Granoblastic: polygonal grain boundary contacts that results when a mono-mineralic rock is recrystallized (Granulite, Quartzite).3. Polygonal: texture of recrystallized rock when all grains are the same mineral (Marble, Quartzite).



Non-Foliated Texture
• Quartzite (note the 

original rounded 
sand grains)



Textures Denoting Large Grains in 
Metamorphic Rocks

• Porphyroblast: a mineral grain that is 
much larger than the matrix

• Idioblast: a euhedral porphyroblast
• Xenoblast: an anhedral porphyroblast
• Porphyroclast: a large relict grain inherited 

from the protolith
• Augen: a porphyroclast that contains a 

strain shadows producing an elliptical 
“eye” shape



Porphyroblast Example

1. Porphyroblasts are 
metamorphic crystals of 
large relative size 
compared to groundmass.

2. Most porphyroblasts have 
abundant inclusions 
because the overgrow the 
already existing 
groundmass.
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Porphyroblast Example:Porphyroblasts are metamorphic crystals of large relative size compared to groundmass. Most porphyroblasts have abundant inclusions because the overgrow the already existing groundmass.



Textures Denoting Inclusions within 
a Porphyroblast

• Poikioblastic: a porphyroblast containing 
abundant inclusions

• Helicitic: preservation of an earlier tectonite 
fabric in a porphyroblast (“Snowball” Garnet)

• Corona: a reaction rim surrounding a 
porphyroblast (e.g. Opx rimmed by garnet)

• Idioblastic: a rock texture composed of euhedral 
porphyroblasts

• Hypidioblastic: a rock texture composed of a mix 
of anhedral and subhedral porphyroblasts
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Textures Denoting Inclusions within a Porphyroblast:1. Poikioblastic: a porphyroblast containing abundant inclusions2. Helicitic: preservation of an earlier tectonite fabric in a porphyroblast (“Snowball” Garnet)3. Corona: a reaction rim surrounding a porphyroblast (e.g. Opx rimmed by garnet)4. Idioblastic: a rock texture composed of euhedral porphyroblasts5. Hypidioblastic: a rock texture composed of a mix of anhedral and subhedral porphyroblasts



Textures Denoting Fault Zone 
Deformation

• Cataclastic: rocks produced by the grinding 
action of moving fault blocks (Gouge, Breccia)

• Mylonite: a type of metamorphic rock produced 
in fault zones at great depth- rate of 
Recrystallization > Cataclastic destruction

• Blastomylonite: mylonite rock with 
porphyroblasts

• Pseudotachylite: shocked fault zone rock 
produced by very intense seismic events



Classification of Metamorphic 
Rocks

• Based on texture and index minerals
• Foliated Textures

– Slate: microscopic; rock cleavage; lacks “sheen”; 
Ms+Chl+Qtz+Zeo

– Phyllite: microscopic; rock cleavage; “sheen”; 
Ms+Chl+Qtz+Act+Ep

– Schist: grains are visible; foliation evident; may 
contain index minerals: Q+Chl+Ms+Bi+Ga+St+ 
Ky+Sil+Ksp+Ep

– Gneiss: composed of alternating bands of light and 
dark minerals produced by pervasive pressure 
solution by metamorphic fluids; 
Ksp+Qtz+Sill+Ga+Cpx
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Classification of Metamorphic Rocks:1. Based on texture and index minerals2. Foliated TexturesSlate: microscopic; rock cleavage; lacks “sheen”; Ms+Chl+Qtz+ZeoPhyllite: microscopic; rock cleavage; “sheen”; Ms+Chl+Qtz+Act+EpSchist: grains are visible; foliation evident; may contain index minerals: Q+Chl+Ms+Bi+Ga+St+ Ky+Sil+Ksp+EpGneiss: composed of alternating bands of light and dark minerals produced by pervasive pressure solution by metamorphic fluids; Ksp+Qtz+Sill+Ga+Cpx



Metamorphic Grade as Indicated 
by Texture

• In general increasing grade indicates higher peak metamorphic 
temperatures.

• Increasing grade generally increases average grain size and 
enhances porphyroblast growth.

increasing grade generally increases 
average grain size and enhances 
porphyroblast growth.
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Metamorphic Grade as Indicated by Texture:1. In general increasing grade indicates higher peak metamorphic temperatures.2. Increasing grade generally increases average grain size and enhances porphyroblast growth.



Metamorphic Grade cont.
• Each type of 

metamorphic rock 
belongs to a facies 
P-T region.

• A metamorphic 
facies represents a 
region of P-T space 
on a P-T graph.

• The rocks in the 
graph (slate, 
phyllite, etc.) are 
representative of 
the metamorphic 
grade but are not 
the only possibility.
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Metamorphic Grade:1. Each type of metamorphic rock belongs to a facies P-T region.2. A metamorphic facies represents a region of P-T space on a P-T graph.3. The rocks in the graph (slate, phyllite, etc.) are representative of the metamorphic grade but are not the only possibility.



Classification of Metamorphic 
Rocks continued

• Non-Foliated Granoblastic Rocks
– Granulite: Opx+Ga+Cpx+Ca-Pl granular rock that results from 

partial melting of gneiss or schist
– Marble: granoblastic rock resulting from recrystallization of 

limestone or dolostone
– Quartzite: granoblastic recrystallized sandstone or chert
– Greenstone: Chl+Ep+Act+Na-Pl fine-grained rock resulting from 

low-grade metamorphism of basalt
– Amphibolite: Hbl+Na-Pl rock produced by metamorphism of 

basalt to middle- or high-grade
– Eclogite: ultra- high pressure metamorphism of mantle peridotite 

to Ga+Opx+Ol+Cpx mineral assemblage
– Serpentinite: metamorphism of peridotite produces a massive 

granoblastic rock containing serpentine group minerals
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Classification of Metamorphic Rocks continued:1. Non-Foliated Granoblastic Rocks-Granulite: Opx+Ga+Cpx+Ca-Pl granular rock that results from partial melting of gneiss or schistMarble: granoblastic rock resulting from recrystallization of limestone or dolostoneQuartzite: granoblastic recrystallized sandstone or chertGreenstone: Chl+Ep+Act+Na-Pl fine-grained rock resulting from low-grade metamorphism of basaltAmphibolite: Hbl+Na-Pl rock produced by metamorphism of basalt to middle- or high-gradeEclogite: ultra- high pressure metamorphism of mantle peridotite to Ga+Opx+Ol+Cpx mineral assemblageSerpentinite: metamorphism of peridotite produces a massive granoblastic rock containing serpentine group minerals



Metamorphic Classification Chart
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Metamorphic Classification Chart:Foliated: Slate, Phyllite, Schist, Gneiss  (protolith = Shale, Sandstone).Granoblastic: Hornfels, Quartzite, Marble, Argillite, Greenstone, Amphibolite, Granulite (Protolith = shale, sandstone, limestone, shale, basalt, basalt, shale).Porphyroblastic : Large crystals in finer matrix in schist and gneiss (protolith = shale).



Massive Rocks Produced during 
Contact Metamorphism

• Hornfels: massive, fine-grained dark rock 
produced by contact metamorphism

• Granofels: contact metamorphic rock 
containing porphyroblasts

• Skarn: contact metamorphic rock resulting 
from metamorphism of carbonate 
sedimentary rocks (Wo+Di+Ga)

• Contact Aureole: zone of contact 
metamorphic rocks surrounding intrusion
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Massive Rocks Produced during Contact Metamorphism:1. Hornfels: massive, fine-grained dark rock produced by contact metamorphism.2. Granofels: contact metamorphic rock containing porphyroblasts.3. Skarn: contact metamorphic rock resulting from metamorphism of carbonate sedimentary rocks (Wo+Di+Ga).4. Contact Aureole: zone of contact metamorphic rocks surrounding intrusion.



Metamorphic Facies
• Miayshiro (1969): 

metamorphic facies series
– High P: geothermal 

gradient 12 Deg C/km 
(Subduction Zone)

– Med P: geothermal 
gradient 25 Deg C/km 
(Volcanic Arc/Mountain 
Belt)

– Low P: geothermal 
gradient 40 Deg C/km 
(Contact metamorphism)
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Metamorphic Facies:1. Miayshiro (1969): metamorphic facies seriesHigh P: geothermal gradient 12 Deg C/km (Subduction Zone)Med P: geothermal gradient 25 Deg C/km (Volcanic Arc/Mountain Belt)Low P: geothermal gradient 40 Deg C/km (Contact metamorphism



Common Metamorphic Facies 
Mineral Assemblages

• Based on different protoliths.
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Common Metamorphic Facies Mineral Assemblages:1. Based on different protoliths.



Metamorphic Facies Geotherms

• Low P geotherm: contact metamorphism 
(hornfels facies) 

• Med P geotherm: below volcanic arc 
(zeolite > greenschist > amphibolite > 
granulite facies) (Barrovian)

• High P geotherm: trench/Benioff zone 
(zeolite > blueschist > eclogite facies)
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Metamorphic Facies Geotherms:1. Low P geotherm: contact metamorphism (hornfels facies).2. Med P geotherm: below volcanic arc (zeolite > greenschist > amphibolite > granulite facies) (Barrovian).3. High P geotherm: trench/Benioff zone (zeolite > blueschist > eclogite facies).



Metamorphic Isograds

• Based on the 1st appearance of an index 
mineral

• Barrovian:
– Chl > Bi > Ga > St > Ky > Sill > K-Feld > Opx

• High P:
– Zeolite > Glaucophane > Kyanite > Jadeite > 

Garnet  
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Metamorphic Isograds:1. Based on the 1st appearance of an index mineral2. Barrovian:Chl > Bi > Ga > St > Ky > Sill > K-Feld > Opx3. High P:Zeolite > Glaucophane > Kyanite > Jadeite > Garnet  



Isograd Chart (Low-P)
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Isograd Chart (Low-P):1. Chlorite > Muscovite > Biotite > Garnet > Staurolite > Kyanite > Sillimanite.2. Na-plagioclase in all grades.



Isograds in northern Appalachians

• High T isograds
mark the 
magmatic arc axis 
during Acadian 
metamorphism
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Isograds in northern Appalachians:1. High T isograds mark the magmatic arc axis during Acadian metamorphism.



P-T-t Paths from Metamorphic 
Rocks

• Metamorphic mineral assemblages can be used to track the P-T conditions 
of metamorphic recrystallization over time.

• 2. A growing garnet porphyroblast records changing P-T conditions over 
time much like a “black box”.

• 3. Garnet porphyroblasts can undergo continuous growth for > 30 Ma.
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P-T-t Paths from Metamorphic Rocks:1. Metamorphic mineral assemblages can be used to track the P-T conditions of metamorphic recrystallization over time.2. A growing garnet porphyroblast records changing P-T conditions over time much like a “black box”.3. Garnet porphyroblasts can undergo continuous growth for > 30 Ma.



P-T Graph
• Calculations plot the position from core-to-rim over time.
• Prograde path marks burial in a subduction zone.
• Retrograde path marks exhumation via thrust faulting.
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P-T Graph:Calculations plot the position from core-to-rim over time.Prograde path marks burial in a subduction zone.Retrograde path marks exhumation via thrust faulting.



Tectonics
• We can infer the 

probable tectonic 
path of the sample 
from the P-T graph
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Tectonics:1. We can infer the probable tectonic path of the sample from the P-T graph.



Exam/Quiz Review
• Know the conditions necessary for metamorphism.
• Know the basis of classification of metamorphic rocks.
• Be familiar with the tectonic environments associated 

with types of metamorphic rocks.
• Know how to diagram metamorphic facies on a P-T 

graph and draw geotherms.
• Be familiar with textural terms specific to metamorphic 

rocks.
• Know how metamorphic reactions can be used to track 

P-T-t paths.
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Exam/Quiz Review:1. Know the conditions necessary for metamorphism.2. Know the basis of classification of metamorphic rocks.3. Be familiar with the tectonic environments associated with types of metamorphic rocks.4. Know how to diagram metamorphic facies on a P-T graph and draw geotherms.5. Be familiar with textural terms specific to metamorphic rocks.6. Know how metamorphic reactions can be used to track P-T-t paths.
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